Top 7 Financial Errors Doctors Make (And How to Avoid Them)

[Editor’s Note 1/15/2018: The long-awaited White Coat Investor Online Course is live and is available for purchase here. The course is entitled: Fire Your Financial Advisor. No more wading through dozens of books at the library, scrolling through hundreds of blog posts on dozens of blogs, or checking in daily with online forums trying to gain a financial education the way the hobbyists do. This course will take you from feeling anxious and having no plan to having a written financial plan you can follow the rest of your investing career as a professional and a retiree. This course is the material that should have been taught to you in college, medical school, or residency, but never was.]

The more I learn about doctors and their finances and the more I talk to other docs, the more I see several recurring themes that cause them to have difficulty reaching financial success. This post explores these themes.
1. Poor Debt Management

This one begins early for most medical students as they get into the habit of living beyond their means. Student loans, car loans, credit card loans, vacation loans, and poorly designed mortgages. It isn’t just that the doc lives beyond her means (although we’ll get to that next), but she is simply paying too much interest causing a major drag on her finances.

2. Inadequate Savings Rate

Living within your means is very important. But to be truly successful, you need to live sufficiently far below your means that you can carve out money to invest, pay down debt, and build net worth. Saving 10% is the general rule for most people (although even that might be a little low given our current low-expected-return investing environment), but most people also have 40 years to save for retirement. Doctors only get 30 years, so they really need to be saving 15% if they plan to retire at 65. If you want to retire early, better bump that up to 20-25%. Remember that isn’t counting saving for your next car, that boat, a house downpayment, or your kid’s college fund. That’s JUST retirement. A 5% savings rate just isn’t going to cut it. So on a $200K salary, that’s $40K a year. Just putting $17K into your 401K each year isn’t going to be enough. What keeps doctors from saving more? Debt is a big factor, as is a sense of entitlement after years in training and many long hours at work. But a major factor is the expectation in your own mind (and the mind of family and neighbors) that you need to live like a doctor. In short, you spend too much. Quit it. Like quitting smoking, it’s simple, but not easy.

3. Inappropriate Tax Management
Doctors are well-known to make all kinds of stupid investments just to lower their tax bill. Yet far too many don’t take advantage of the simple tax shelters available to them. Why some doctors have investments outside their 401Ks and IRAs when they’re not maxing those out is beyond me. I’m always surprised how few doctors have heard about Backdoor Roth IRAs or Stealth IRAs. For most doctors, every dollar they put into a retirement plan saves them ~40 cents in taxes. Some self-employed physicians don’t even open the right kind of retirement plan, severely limiting their contribution amounts. Those doctors investing outside retirement accounts don’t realize the impact of using tax-efficient investments, minimizing churn (and the capital gains taxes it produces), tax-loss harvesting, and using investments with low tax basis for charitable gifts and inheritances. Most doctors are smart enough to either learn about the tax code and do their taxes themselves or hire a good accountant to do the job. But finding a few bucks here and there at tax time is missing the forest for the trees. The big gains are found in changing your tax behavior throughout the year.

4. Personal and Professional Divorce

Starting over is expensive. There is nothing a doctor can do that will impact his finances as much as a divorce. It isn’t unusual for a doctor to lose his home, a large chunk of his savings, and his future income stream (to alimony and child support). It is hard to recover from that. The old adage, “One House, One Spouse” is still applicable. You can protect yourself from this in several ways. You can avoid marriage altogether; you can have a pre-nup or post-nup agreement (especially if on a second marriage or if marrying after acquiring significant assets or after becoming well-established in your career); and you can live your life to make your marriage relationship a priority. You can also
marry a doctor. Physicians as a whole have a 29% divorce rate (higher among female physicians) but dual physician couples have only an 11% divorce rate. Professional divorce is also expensive. Breaking up with your partners, closing a practice, moving to another town etc are all expensive. You may have moving expenses, buy-out fees, employee costs, malpractice tails, and a temporarily lower income. Go into any business relationship with your eyes wide open, and have your contracts reviewed by an experienced health care contract attorney.

5. The Wrong Insurance

Not only do most people (doctors included) not have enough of the types of insurance they really need (primarily life, disability, and liability - professional and personal), they have too much of the types they don’t need. A quick reminder:

**Insurance you probably need** (circumstances do vary):

- $1-$3 Million of 20-30 year level term [life insurance](#)
- $7500-15000/month of good quality, personal, own-occupation [disability insurance](#)
- $1-3 Million of [umbrella](#) insurance (with accompanying high liability limits on your property insurance)
- $1-3 Million of [Malpractice Insurance](#)

**Insurance you probably don’t need:**

- Cash Value life insurance ([whole life](#), universal life, [variable life](#), variable universal life etc)
- Group disability insurance
- Consumer insurance (home warranties, appliance warranties, electronics warranties etc)
- Low deductibles on your auto and homeowner’s insurance
- [Fantasy football insurance](#)
6. Expensive Investments

In investing, you get what you don’t pay for. Many doctors pay 1-2% a year or more for investing advice, mutual fund fees or loads, commissions or other costs. The difference 2% a year can make in an investor’s final net worth is astounding. Consider two physicians, both of whom invest $50,000 a year in similar investments. The first, however, minimizes his investment costs while the second accrues an additional 2% a year in costs. If they both make 5% after-inflation, but before costs, how much more does the first doctor have after 30 years? Nearly $1 million more ($3.32 Million to $2.38 Million). For a million bucks I think you can spend a little time learning about investing, shopping around for low-cost advice, and analyzing the true costs of your investments. If you add on another 30 years in retirement, the numbers get even worse.

7. Loaning Money

I’m not talking about buying treasuries or getting involved in Peer-2-Peer Lending. I’m talking about family and friends. If you’ve read through the Stupid Doctor Tricks post, you can see dozens of examples of people who loaned tens of thousands of dollars to parents, siblings, kids, and friends. You’re “the rich doctor” so they come to you. Well, I’ve got news for you. You’re not rich. You can afford to help others out, but in general, make the money you hand to friends and family a gift, with no strings attached. This will do two things for you. First, it will preserve the relationship. A lender-debtor relationship is different than a family relationship, especially when the debtor goes into default. Second, it will preserve your money. Most of us are willing to lend much more
money than we’re willing to give. It’s far better to give away $10K than to lose $100K in loans.

What do you think? What mistakes do you see your peers making? Have you made any of these? What happened to you? Comment below!
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